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Above the Clouds

S E T T I N G

The fictional town of Spike River, 
Tasmania, present day

Narrator

Dan Daniels, news anchor

June Jasper, station manager

Henry Haynes, weather reporter

Sarah Atkinson, scheduling clerk

Max Morrison, balloon mechanic
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Narrator: It is 12:22 in the afternoon in Spike River, 
Tasmania. We are inside the newsroom of regional TV 
station Channel 38. The cameras are rolling as Dan Daniels, 
the news anchor, gives a report. Take it away, Dan.

Dan: And in local news, a man in a canoe was spotted 
paddling down the highway earlier today. It seems that 
the heavy rainstorm that took us all by surprise turned 
the highway into a waterway. Cars are jammed up for 
kilometres. So if you have to be out in this storm, please 
drive – make that paddle – safely. We’ll be right back 
with a weather update after this break.

June: And we’re off the air. I do hope Henry is prepared 
to give an accurate weather report.

Dan: Henry, your weather reports are all wet.

Henry: I don’t make the weather, Dan. I only report it.

Dan: Incorrectly! That’s the third day in a row you were 
wrong. You told everyone there would be sunshine!

Henry: Well, you know what they say. Three wrongs 
don’t make a right – but three left turns do!
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Above the Clouds

Dan: For a weatherperson, you’re a clown.

Henry: Well, that makes sense, as I am also the host of 
the morning kiddie show here at Channel 38.

June: As station manager, I would suggest that if you 
want to keep either job, your weather forecasts need 
improvement. When you say sunshine, there’s a cloud 
cover. When you say calm, it is windy. People are getting 
seriously annoyed.

Narrator: Henry predicts, correctly for a change, that if 
he doesn’t do a better job of forecasting, he’ll be fired.
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